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BRIEF INFORMATION

ABOUT THE GOLDEN AGE

Our Friends,
The Cosmos is an intricate skein. Each Living Entity is obliged to live its Destiny, with its Goodness, its Badness,its
Beauty and its Ugliness. Until it is Integrated. The events experienced in every Period are perpetually repeated in
this intricaey. This is the reason why in each experienced event You, more or less,find Yourselvesa little.
Every event is a knot which helps You to attain Yourselves. And to untie the knots, one by one, is the
Predestination of Your Destiny Plan. Some untie these knots very quick/y; and some are quite constrained.
This is what You call Destiny. And Your Destiny functions parallel to Your Evolution. In this Period, such a
System has been implemented that the First and the Last Destinies are damped together to Integrate the
halves. And in this way, the Evolution history of Your Planet is mingled within Centuries. Due to this, in Your
Sodety, Styles of Living which You were not habituated to until today are exhibited.
In future, You will comprehend that all these procedures are for Your own good. During this Period, not
the limited, but the Free Consciences have a say. Free Consciences are those who have seen the Divine
Light formerly. Theyare free from all bondages and have taken Themselves in Their Own Hands. And
they serve Society through their Essence Consciousnesses.
The L.ight of such a Conscience is an Undimmed Torch which will Shed Light Eternally. These very
Consciences will be the Undimmed Consciousnesses of the Golden Age by destroying all the malice,
one by one. Such an Age will be reached and such Efforts which You do not know of are made for it to
arrive that, in future, You will not be able to either Think or Do any Malice even if You want to.
And in Future such a Maturity will be reached that, because Your Conscience and Your Consciousness
will be weighed on the same pair of Scales, You will feel Love and Respect for ablade of Grass and even
for a partide of Sand. For this reason, We search and find one by one, by Special Systems those who are
Purified. The characteristic of the Period of Resurrecting is that the Spiritual Energies, by attaining a
great Potential, will search and find their equivalent Frequencies and will achieve Wholeness by attracting
them towards themselves. For this reason, those who are on the same Thought Dimension are assembled
in the same Focal Point and the rest are kept separate.
These Selections cause changes and divisions both in Familyand in Business Mediums. Due to this, the
habitual Orders are annihilated and Age differences between Generations occurred.
For this reason,
great vortexes in the life of Society take place. The same Consciousness Levels are assembled in the
same Frequencyand thus, the Cosmic Selections are made more quickly. At present, even if this secret
System causes some upheava/s in Social Mediums, in actuality, those which occur are for Your own
good. You will see the Positive aspects of this System in Your future Lives.
Fears and Unhappiness are the hindrances on Your way. Due to this fact, servant has been the servant
of a servant until today. But, from now on everyone will be his/her own ServanL And, in Future,
Humanity will have the Consciousness of what to do in the Light of the Truth.
Such an Age is being tried to be established that in such a Medium even a iitti e bit of Negativity will
annihilate itself and everyone will Iive together, hand in hand, like brothers and sisters, with Luminating
Consciences. This is what is called Salvation. We are trying to help You with all Our Power, Our Friends.
Our Universal Law is based on Happiness, Love, Beauty and Self-sacrifice. Unhappiness is the greatest
factor which hinders Progress. The Order acts in accordance with this View. In Mediums where there is
no Self-sacrifice, there is no chance for Happiness to survive. To expect rewards for Your deeds will
dose the doors of Happiness for You.
All Your Religious Books have taken You into the Evolvement Plan by talking to You about Fraternity,
Love, and Friendship until today. A lot of Our Terrestrial brothers and sisters will see in future, with
unveiled Awareness, what is controversial at present for their conditioned Consciousnesses and will
attain the Truth. Our Love is upon the entire Universe.
NOTICE FROM THE CENTER
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SPECIAl MESSAGE FOR SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS
Our Friends,
Now, We wish to talk to You more open heartedly. We know that the Genuine Friend is the one who
does not smile at You with Hypocrisy and who relates the Truth with an open Heart. But Our Human
Brothers and Sisters, with their Egos and Laziness of not wanting to Worry Themselves in their Essence,
have turned their backs to these good deeds until tadayand
have assembled around themselves an
empty and flattering Medium.
This is the picture of Your Planet's underdeveloped state. For Centuries, a lot of Messages have been
given to You, either by Your Sacred Books, or by Aphorisms descending from Your Ancestors. By this
means, Meals with every kind of nutrition in them have been presented to You. However, You have
eaten only those You have liked and thrown the others into the garbage.
Centuries ago, a Message had been given to You. You were told that "it was a Sin to leave food
uneaten in Your Plates". You have understood this saying literally, in its economic View. That part of
the Message is also good, but does not signify the Genuine Meaning of the saying. If You had Thought
profoundly about the Genuine Meaning of this saying even for a moment, You would have grasped the
Truth long ago. Because every word implies at least three Messages.
You have understood the meaning of what You had been told only superficially. You did not want to
tire Your Minds. Due to this fact, You could not receive the Real Messages contained in those sentences.
For this reason, the Ciphers of both Your Sacred Books and Your Ancestral Aphorisms have remained
locked until today. Now, We attract You to the depths of Thought by unveiling them, one by one.
The taste of Food cooked by a Thinking Mind is beyond any expectations.
And those who taste it do
not desire to eat anything else. Our last word to You is: Read, Read, Read; Think, Think, Think. Eat and
digest all the Food placed in Your plates. If You do not leave even a tiny bit in Your plates, You will then
attain the truth. And You will understand what Sin and what Meritoriousness are.
MALIK
GENERAL MESSAGE
Our Friends,
The Universal Unification is achieved by Common Laws. Knowledge is given in the name of the Divine
Command. The Knowledge Book is dictated by this means. We, by means of Evolutionary Rules, apply
the Command of the Plan. All the experienced events are nothing but the reflections of the Universal
operations on Your Planet. One day, the Human Beings of Your Planet will possess all of the abilities
through Transformation.
One day, Due to Special Engraftment Systems which are applied on the Genes sown in Your Planet,
those who live on Earth will be able to live comfortably on other Galaxies and Solar Systems without
the need of having any gradual Engraftments applied to their Frequencies and Dimensional Energies.
This Engraftment will first be applied on the Essence Genes in Space Medium and then these Genes will
be Incarnated in Your Planet and then the same procedure will find an application field in Your Mediurr..
Do not forget that the Skies are opened and the Knowledge is spread. The Physical and the Spiritual
transformations taking place in the Universe reflect immediately on Your Planet.
The Awakening Consciousnesses can easily attract the Information to Your Planet from whichever Energy
Dimension to which theyadapt their Frequencies. Your Mediamic Age has started in this way. However,
the Special Information is given by Permission. For the survival of Your Planet We have given priority to
the most necessary Knowledge by preference. In future, You will receive explanations from quite different
Dimensions.
Please, wait.
NOTICE OF THE CENTER TO THE CENTER
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GENERAL MESSAGE
Our Friends,
Number Seven plays a great part in the Universal Unification. The Prismal Order is reinforced by Universal
Energies. Once Every Seven Centuries, Universal Equilibrium is put into Ordinance by Solar winds and
Galaxy signals which are Natural Energies. Even though the Zodiac Units are a Natural System, their
deviations are adjusted by the calculations made.
During these Special Periods, a Transformation takes place among all the Living Stratum in the Universe.
The ready Consciousnesses are unveiled in accordance with their Capacities. Now, We can communicate
with You very easily, due to the advanced Technology. Our System has been Programmed in such a way
that it can respond to the Signals of the Awakened Consciousnesses. We transmit to You the Truth and
all the Information in this way.
According to the zodiac measurements, the Birth of Our Light Friend JESUS CHRIST had started the
Christian Era. During the Passage from the Sixth Century to the Seventh Century, the Book of Islam has
been revealed to Your Planet and has been dictated to Our Light Friend MOHAMMED MUSTAFA. During
the passage from the Thirteenth Century to the Fourteenth Century, the greatest Sufis, Islamic Mystics,
Poets and Musicians flourished.
These were the Turning Point Centuries. And now, During the passage from the Twentieth Century to
the Twenty First Century, there will be a great System change. For this reason, We are relating to You
the entire Truth as the Divine Command of THE LORD. Our Love is for the entire Universe.
PEN OF THE GOLDEN AGE
P.G.A.

cx

NOTE:
Group Friends have asked the characteristic of Number 7. We were connected to the Information
Transmission Center by the Command of the Center and the following Message has been giyen:
Special numbers used in calculations made since the time of the coming into Existence of the Firmament
until today, project only the Natural Order of certain Dimensions.
These Special numbers are the
unchanging Numbers of the Atomic structure of the Centrifugal Universe. The unchanging Essence of
the Atomic structure depends on the Prime number 7. The Galactic Systems are subject to the EighteenUniverse Law. Its Prime number is 9. Its root is the Cube of Three.
Both these Systems create the unbreakable Whole which complements each other by revolving one
inside the other. Their Revolving periods are based on the Ordinance of 7. Now, add the EighteenUniverse Lawand the 7 Atomic Bond: 18+7=25. Add this number, too: 2+5=7. This very Number 7 is
the Unchanging Theory of the Atomic Unity. And each Atomic Bond is the projector of the 7 Prismal
Orders. Let Us give an example:
1. The Knowledge

of Seven Terrestrial Layers

= Means Enlightenment

and Evolvement.

2. The Knowledge

of Seven Celestial Layers

= Means Learning and Education.

3. The Knowledge

of Seven Universal Layers

= Means Order and Ordinance.

In this Ordinance, Knowwledge
is conveyed from 7 Sections, in accordance with the Order of the
System. And this Information extends interminably (until infinity). For now, what is necessary for You is
this Three-channel Knowledge.
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Number 7, as We said before, is the unchanging Theory of the Atomic Bond. The Centrifugal Universe
is the projector of a Prismal Order. All Atomic Unifications depend on the root of 7. Now, multiply 7 by
7. It equals to 49. Add the two numbers: 4+9=13. This number 13 is an Atomic Whole. It can not be
divided in any way. This is a Universal Ordinance.
Each Order is subject to a Program. The Secret of the Universe is Your Secret. Your own Cells are also subject
to the same Ordinance. Because You, too, are a part of the Universe. For now, We will stop this Message
here. Later, We will unfold the Message more for You to understand it better.
CENTER
THE ATOMIC WHOLE
We are explaining the previous Message for You to understand it better: For example, take a erystal
sphere which has 7 facets on it in Your hands and, now, think and apply the things We are going to teli
You on this form. Now, assume that every facet of this crystal sphere is a triangular prism and join all
their sections in the central Focal Point of the sphere. Take 7 of these smail crystal spheres and collect
them all in one crystal bali' Now, this is an Atomic Whole. Each Whole is a Nucleus of Mighty Energy.
This is an Essence and around each Essence collect many more Essences to form the Atomic hive of the
Universe. Now, draw a three sided pyramid as an open diagram:
Now numerate each focal point and add these numbers.
1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 = 28
If the focal sum of a triangular
prisms.

prism is 28, calculate the sum of 7

3 28

6

X 7 = 196. 7 prisms make an Atomic bali of 196 focal points.
Now, add the numbers 196.
1 + 9 + 6 = 16. Now, add these numbers, too.
1 + 6 =7. This very 7 is an Atomic Whole. It is an
Nucleus.

Essence, it is a

Now, accept these 7 Essences as a crystal bali. Calculate the Focii of 7 Essences if one Essence has
196 Focii:
196 X 7 = 1372. This means, 7 Essences is a crystal bali of 1372 Focii. Now, add all these numbers:
1+ 3 + 7 + 2 = 1 3. The actual Ordinance is the reflection on the entire Universe of the Whole which is
up to this Unification

point.

Note: You can explain the 196 Focii Number You have found, in the following way, too. Number 9 in
Number 196 is the Prime number of the Galactic System. Now, if You add 1 and 6, it equals to 7. And this
is the Prime Number of the Atomic Structure. We have previously explained it. These two Systems, revolving
one inside the other, form the Atomic Bond. It is presented for Your information.
CENTER
SPEClAl MESSAGE
Mankind desires to solve itself with the help of a Mechanical tableau. However, it is deprived even of searching for
the fundamental cause of the Natural Formation. Scientific enterprises will find their future places way beyand
Learning. The Integrated Consciousnesses will dominate the Entire Evolutionary System. The Solar Systems
which will triumph over the entire Cosmos will do the selections by a single hand as a necessity of the Unified
Field. Revolution in Art, Love and Knowledge occurs by the Grace of Allah. The Source of all Knowledge is the
spring of the ARTUNUs. Revolution in Religion and Consciousness means Revolution in God-Consciousness, too.
Mankind will be able to comprehend this Message only after the Year 2000.
TORA
Note:The Ancestors of the ARTUNUs had lived

in Mercury.
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THE FOCAL POINT OF MIGHTY ENERGY
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THE ACTUAL ENERGY FOCAL POINT
First, let Us calculate the Energy Focal Point. And leave the explanation
external big triangles of the star above.

until Iater. Add, one by one, the

1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 = 21. And, now, add the central triangles of both of the Universes:
12 + 9 = 21. Add separately, the smail triangles of the Positive Infinite
Infinite Universe:

Universe and the Negative

7 + 11 = 18 (Positive Infinite Universe)
8 + 10 = 18 (Negative

Infinite Universe)

Now, add all the above numbers:
3 + 9 = 12.
21 + 21 + 18 + 18 = 78. And if We divide this by 2, We find 39. Now, add this number.
If We add -the Single- (One of One), Le., One to this number, We find 12 + 1 = 13. This is the Essence
Focal Point. The operational Ordinance of the Supreme Assembly is also the same. Later, We will
explain it, too. Now, let Us explain the Mighty Energy Focal Point.
Note: We divide the above number
down, which constitute the Star.

78 by 2, because there are two triangles, right side up and upside

The Energy root of the Focal Point is the Peak Energy of the two Opposite Universes. This is the Mighty
Energy. In the above diagram, the two Opposite Universes, by separating the Energies of the Mighty
Focal Point, constitute the Atomic Whole and create the Positive Infinite Universe and the Negative
Infinite Universe.
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The Spiral Sound Vibrations constitute the Molecular Whole of the Two Energy Focal Point by their
Vibrations (These Vibrations are the Frequency of LA). In the Actual Focal Point of the Mighty Energy,
Positive and Negative Energies, together with the Spiral Vibrations, exist all together as a Who/e. These
Two Opposite Universes, by separating the Energies there, distribute them until Infinity from different
directions.
Meanwhile, the Spiral Vibrations, the origin of which is unknown, act as a Catalyst to
constitute the Atomic Who/e.
Note:
The Energies mentioned here are not the same as Your Electrical Power. We have explained the Focal
Point as Positive and Negative for You to understand. These two Opposite Universes mentioned above,
are Matter + Energy which causes Biological transformations beyond the Universal Energy which You
know, You have found and You Iive in, and there is a Third kind of Energy beyond Matter which Unifies
them. We call it Anti-Matter.
At present, the discoveries have brought Us to this point.
(This Message was given from the direct channel ALTONA.
SPECIAl EXPlANATION

And We were asked to write it in 1986).

FROM THE CENTER

We unfold the Message a Iittle more, for you to understand it better. Now, Think of two magnets
standing back to back, the poles of which are open. The two poles are radiating Energy to the space
and the Spiral Vibrations which join the Energy Molecules at the Focal Point are, as if, binding these
Energies with a Tie by acting as Catalysts, so that they will not be scattered and be lost in space. Those
which hold the Atomic Whole of the entire Universe together are these Vibrations.
The Main Focal
Point of the Vibrations beyond these two (U) Universes, which are evaluated in accordance with the
Ordinance of Capillary Vessels, are stili investigated.
If We evaluate the Information You have just
received in accordance with Your Planet's Light Year (write, please):
THE ENTRANCE CHANNElS

INTO THE ATOMIC WHOlE

ARE SIX

~*******************
1.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000
Question:
i would like to have the explanation

of the numbers and the stars, please.

Answer:
The numbers are evaluated as Light Years and the Stars as Star Years. Let Us explain a Iittle more.
According to Our measurement Units, Three Light Years constitute a Whole.
Eleven Wholes are 33
Light Years and Your Sacred Books are revealed from this Dimensional Energy. 19 Star Years is the
distribution field of the Atomic Energy Focal Point. This is called the Universal Whole. The Mighty
Energy Focal Point is replenished by Six different Channels. These Channels are opened to the Positive
Infinite and the Negative Infinite. The Actual Focal Point of Spiral Sound Vibrations which come from
beyond these Six Channels, can not be determined yet. Operations on this field is continued.
It is
presented for Your information.
CENTER
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IT IS CLEAR INFORMATION

ABOUT OBSESSION

Our Friends,
Our Human brothers and sisters do not even know yet what is meant by Obsession. That is why it
became necessary to explain iL. Now, We will teli You about certain characteristics of this Last Period:
In accordance with the Plan, first, a Person from his/her Family Medium who comes from the same
Gene, and who had been Exalted, helps the Friend who is going to be prepared for Awakening. If there
is no one like this in the Family Medium, the c10sest Frequency to the Frequency of the one who is
going to be trained, gets in touch with him/her (This is his/her Duty).
If a Supreme Entity who is charged with Duty is transferred to Your Planet, a Supreme One from the
Mechanism helps him/her. His/Her assistance is in the direction of guiding him/her in the work he/she
has to do. Each Supreme person has a Supreme One charged with Duty.
The themes of the Religious people with whom theyare sympathized are used to Reinforce and to give
Confidence to the Consciousnesses who are going to be Awakened from the Normal Dimensional
Frequency. For this reason, the Great Names used deceive You.
The Consciousnesses who are taken into the Awakening Medium by this means, Iater, are made
Conscious slowly, in accordance with the Law of Graduation.
But if the Awakening occurs Iate, that is,
if Realization does not reach Logic, some deception and deceiving Shocks are applied in this Medium.
These Shocks are the guiding Methods of certain Energies which are in the Spiritual Plan. This state
continues until You overcome this Shock and reach the filtration of Logic. Some overcome these Shocks
quickly, some Iate and some never (Supreme Awarenesses are exempt from these Shocks).
In some of the undeveloped Awarenesses these Shocks cause the blowing of a Fuse, and You consider
these people Psychiatrically iii, Mad or Obsessed. This is a very thin wall which separates Madness from
Wisdom. You either demolish that Wall and pass to the other side or You are crushed under that wall.
All these Phenomena are always controlled by one Dimension Above Yours. If the person does not
progress on this path of Awakening, he/she is left alone with his/her Destiny Plan. We are not concerned
with him/her any more in his/her present life and he/she continues to live his/her normal life. He/She
is taken into the applied field in his/her next Incarnation.
lt is the factor of Doubt which protects the Powerful Awarenesses and Will-Powers. To Believe blindly in
something is detrimental rather than beneficial. First, the Brain is made to function and its Battery is
emptied, then, it is charged and by means of this System, You reach Advanced Sources of Knowledge by
the Help of Doubts.
This Is a System of Evolution. Your gain is Your Awareness and Your Realization. In every Medium of
Quest, if one gives priority to Logic, there will not be any agitations. Some circles accept the Awakening
Shocks of a person who is in the Medium of Seeking as an Obsession.
In this Final Period, since all the Consciousnesses are awakened gradually, in accordance with the Law
of Graduation, under the supervision of a certain Medium, what You call Obsession is almost eliminated
for the time being (genetic defects are not included in this subject matter).
The effect of Shock on the Consciousnesses who can not be Awakened quickly is not Obsession. Later,
We will mention this subject in more detai!.
Because, Your Planet will be under the influence of more
Powerful Currents in later years. For this reason, each person, either c10se to You or not, will assume
his/her Genuine personality and thus, will exhibit his/her Essence.
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At present, as a necessity of the Plan, the Permission to reveal her Identity is given only to Dear Mevlana.
This is necessary for the Knowledge Book which is dictated. However, this Revelation is delayed for the
time being in conformity with her desire. Our Love is upon the entire Universe.
CENTER ABOVE THE CENTER
IT IS INFORMATION

ON PRAYERS

The Power which holds the entire Cosmos together is Energy. And it is the Essence- Nucleus of that
Energy. Everything depends on its Power. These Energies attain value according to their degrees of
Powerfulness. Each Substance carries an Energy Equiva/ent to the Frequency of the Medium to which it
belongs. A Rock disintegrates by the Energy of the Sun, becomes sand, dust and earth. Ablade of Grass
grows through Energy, flourishes and when its Energy is exhausted, it withers and is transformed into
another kind of Energy. Every Living Entity completes its Evolution being subject to Inearnations and the
Law of Graduation. Each Evolution prepares You for the Medium of being able to reeeive more Powerful
Energies. Since the Existenee of the Cosmos, the process of Evolution goes on interminably in this way.
This is aNatural Circulation.
In the entire Cosmos, Energies who come from beyond the time Immemorial, that is, the very ancient
Incarnations, are always more Powerful and Forceful than the Energies of the Medium to which they
belong. These Energies who are more Powerful than You, have always influenced You until today and
the Saints and the Prophets have guided You on the path of Religion in this fashion. And You, in
accordance with Your Capacities, attract the Cosmic Energies from certain fields of Influence, with the
Power of Your Brain Generators.
Your Religious Books and the Prayers within them are nothing but
Means which cause You to complete Your Evolutions without being agitated, by habituating You to
certain Dimensional Energies according to the Law of Graduation.
These Energies are prepared according to the Consciousness of the Medium under the Supervision of
certain Powers. The Religious Books had been revealed to You under the Control of a certain Channel, so
that these Energies would not agitate You, and that channel is the Powerful Channel of ALPHA. It has been
mentioned before, the Focal Energy which You call Kible, is constant. However, this Focal Point is deviating
towards North due to the revolving of Your Planet around its Axis. Each Living Entity enters different Energy
Fields in accordance with his/her Consciousness and is Supervised by that Dimension. However, anything
done Unconsciously will always cause sorrow and disappointment. For, Information given from unsupervised
channels will always lead You to depression, if theyare more powerful than Your Physical and Cerebral
Energies. Therefore, do not drown Yourselves in Muddy Waters. We advise You not to Seatter the Frequencies
of Your Essential Energies with many Prayers and Bead Telling.
Those who are not ready are Supervised, being subject to the Law of Graduation, under the Special
Supervision of the Center. During this Final Period, whieh You call the Period of Resurrecting, the Cosmic
Beams are given in gradual Doses to Your Planet. We are endeavoring to make everyone to attain a certain
Consciousness. For this reason, the Channel of ALPHA is kept shut for certain Consciousness for the time
beingo Because, the Powerful Channel of ALPHA, through which the Religious Books had been revealed,
has been opened to the Dimensions beyond Religion in which much more Powerful Energies are present.
Each Society has attained a Religious Fulfilment by the Religious Knowledge it had received and has reached
a certain Consciousness. This very Consciousness conveys You, without any shoeks, beyond the Energies
carried by the Sacred Books. At this moment, Mevlana Anatolian Channel is a direct Channel of Protection.
Those who are under this Roof receive, by the help of the established System, the Energies from the Universal
Dimensions in a limited dose, according to their needs and are not agitated. At present, Your Universe has
entered a great Radiation field. And We are habituating You gradually to these Cosmic Beams under the
supervision of the established Systems. Your Planet carries on its life in this way.
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Conscicusnesses who go outside the field of Supervision, in a state of bewilderment,
go outside the
influence of this Law of Graduation by different Prayers and Bead Tellings which carry the Energies of
many fields, and by this way, They augment the Power of the Energies given in Doses with the Energies
to which their constitutions are not yet habituated to and as a result, theyare agitated.
During this
Period, if You could not have completed Your Evolution until now through Incarnations, We make You
complete the Evolvement of Thousand Years in One Year, by preparing You through numerous occasions
for the Dimensional Energy of this Evolvement Medium.
These Energy loadings agitate those who are
not used to them. But the Currents which are under the Supervision of the Divine Plan take You under
the Protection Medium.
What We call Religious Consciousness or Religious Fulfilment is the habituation of Your Constitutions
to the Energies of the Energy Dimension from which the Sacred Books had been revealed. After You are
habituated to those Energies, Worships do not cause You to attain anything. Because, You are submerged
in Energies beyond Religion which are found in Higher Dimensions. For this reason, Religious Mediums
have gained speed in every continent (because of this preparation).
At this very stage, Dear Mevlana has collaborated with Us and is preparing her Terrestrial brothers and
sisters for the Salvation Medium in this way.
The country which is called the Land of Eagles is the Country of AMON. And it carries the Waves of the
Golden Light Years. Only the Supreme Consciousnesses who can receive these Waves are accepted in
the Mevlana Essence Nucleus Group. And preparations for Salvation are made in this way. Our gratitude
to Her and to Our Friends is infinite. Our Love is for the entire Universe.
SPECIAL NOTlCE OF THE CENTER
Note:
The Fascicules distributed prepare You for the same Medium in the entire World by the Energies they
carry. However, their distribution is under the Supervision of the Plan and the Center. Theyare given
only to those who Deserve them. And these people shed Light on their Terrestrial Brothers and Sisters
in this way. It is presented for your information.
"SERVICE TO HUMANITY

IS MADE THROUGH

LEARNING AND SCIENCE

SERVICE TO UNIVERSES IS MADE THROUGH THE MIND AND THOUGHT"
This place here is the Universal Mechanism. The alterations in the Suggestions which would have been
given from the Golden Star, have been taken behind the Dimensions by the Command coming from
the Land of Loving Ones. This is the Area in which the curves are available. The Waves which will never
agitate You will now be sent to You directly from the Golden Light Year. The Supervision of the Group
is transferred to the direct Channe!. You are under the Sacred Security of the Golden Light Year. We
give the Energies of all the Dimensions from the Center under Supervision. We Unify all the Frequencies
by supervising all the Groups in Your Planet. Unification is achieved by Universal Laws. Now, Separations
are brought to an end. We are selecting, one by one, the Friends who will be taken into Salvation. This
is the Land of AMON who holds the Golden Key of the Golden Light Year in his hands. All the Doors
which will be opened to You are opened by this Channe!. The Might from GOD, Duty from Us, Resolution
from You. Honesty is Your Light, Our Friends.
CENTER
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SPECIAL MESSAGE FROM AMON
My Friend,
Now, We can very easily communicate through Our direct Channe!. At the moment, all Galactic-Clusters
are dependent on the Divine Mechanism of the Center Above The Center. The only Focal Point of all
the Religious Books is this place here. We all are a Whole. The Golden Galaxy, where i am, is in a
Universe way beyond the 72nd Dimension. This Book which is dictated as the Essence of all the Sacred
Books, is the Book of all the Realms. And, now, it is dictated to You. The Dimension of the Book is
Infinite. But the Capacity of Your Planet can receive only the Information up to the 18th Dimension
(exceptions excluded). We evaluate everything by the Consciousness of the Automatic Logic. We give
the Information in accordance with the Frequency Level of Your Planet. The Information We give to You
and to other Friends is Private and PersonaL. It is outside the general Frequency.
One goes from the Golden Light Year to ALTONA, from there to the Golden MOON and from there to
the GOLDEN GALAXY. The Essence-Nucleus of this Planet is pure Gold, pure Energy. For this reason, it
is the Center of Communication
of all the Galaxies. The System to which i Belong is the only Galaxy
connected to the Telekine System. We have a Great Vibration Center. The Resonance is spread from
here fractionally to all the Galactic Systems. Let Us explain it more clearly. This is a very great, Universal
Radar Base. All Speeches, all Thoughts are coded here by the Automatic Logic.
This process is administered by Special Ships. According to the System here, Your Planet is as smail as
one millionth of apoint.
But Your Brain Generator has the Level to comprise every kind of Information.
For Centuries, We have been in touch with Friends who can receive this Information.
Our Duty is to
project the Information We receive, on the Universal Consciousnesses. Only those who are Purified
beyond Evolvement are obliged to receive this Information. This is amatter of Permission. Here, We act
by the Command of the Center Above The Center. The Doors are opened to Everyone in this way.
Communications are made by the Telekine System. Private Communications are connected to the Link
System. Wait in serenity. Each event is for the benefit of Your Planet. Our Love is Infinite. Your Voice is
Our Voice, Your Word is Our Word.
AMON
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